
Lost Notebooks/New Students 

 What if a student doesn’t bring their notebook? 

o My students get several “Homework Passes” as well as “Exit Passes” (which they can use if they forget 

their notebook in their locker). They can use the homework pass to show me whatever was due that day 

and they can do the current day’s work on binder paper and transfer it over when they get home.  

 What if they LOSE their notebook?  Especially day before grading deadline? 

o I have gone to 8 trainings on notebooks and EVERYONE says that in all the years they have been doing 

notebooks they MAYBE have had one or two lose them.  There is so much importance put on the 

notebooks that losing a notebook is a rare occurrence.  I think the answer to this might also depend on 

what grade level you teach…middle school may need more leniency than high school does.  I very rarely 

grade the ENTIRE notebook, normally just the most recent items so it isn’t the total end of the world.  I 

keep a website with PDFs of all the documents and a list of “Must Haves” that the student can get, print 

those documents, and put those in a new blank notebook.  I also have a “Teacher Copy” that they can 

use to help them build a new notebook.  I would handle the grading issue on a case by case basis due to 

the rarity of the situation. 

 How to “catch up” & “acclimate” new student to notebook? 

o I have a couple extra notebooks that the TAs put the “Front of Notebook Documents” in so the students 

arrive and immediately have the rubrics, expectations, processing technique lists, syllabus, etc.  The 

student just starts on the current page and comes in at lunch a couple times and we put in all the “Must 

Haves” and fill in here and there as needed. 

 What if student refuses to do the notebook? 

o Well, it is 30% of their grade so they seem to understand the importance of doing it.  If they are really 

sticking their heels in the mud I would first try having a previous student come talk to them about how it 

helped them.  If that didn’t work then I would set up a parent teacher conference. 

 How does “AVID Notebook” work with the Interactive Notebooks? 

o The interactive notebooks incorporate most of the classroom requirements that AVID requests when it 

comes to note taking and keeping the work.  The AVID teachers should be aware (from attending their 

AVID trainings) that the IANs are actually an approved, supported, and encouraged AVID method and 

they should accommodate the IANs.  The students simply bring it with them to AVID in addition to their 

big AVID binder.   

 OTHER TIPS FROM PEOPLE IN WORKSHOP: 

o Match new student with a class “buddy”  I love this idea!!!! 

Format/Setup 

 What amount of time should be given for processing? 

o It depends on the activity/information they are processing.  I often reserve the last 5-7 minutes of class 

for them to at least start processing the material as a “Wrap Up” to the day.  If they need more time 

they can finish it at home.  Often students will go back to old processing pages and add to them.  This is 

a GREAT thing for when a student finishes early and says they have “nothing to do.”  I tell them that if I 

see them doing nothing than I will collect their notebook right there on the spot!  

 For larger concepts that require longer processing times (overnight, 2 or 3 days) how should that be handled 

in the notebook?   



o They can always start it in their notebook and keep going back to it.  If they need to leave the page blank 

until it is finished (something that gets turned in, or a project that will get displayed first, etc) that is 

always fine too.  

 Where does homework go? Exams? 

o All homework goes in the notebook.  We do not give our exams back to the students to keep so they do 

not go in the notebook.  If you do give your exams back they could go on a right side page and they 

could do test corrections on the left where they fix their mistakes from the exam. 

 How to setup expectations so students buy into doing work everyday? 

o I have found that if you are VERY upfront and honest about the reason for the assignment the students 

will buy in much more to work every day.  So often students are not told WHY they need to do the 

assignment and that is why they view it as busy work.  Try explaining very concretely the benefit from 

the assignment. Also, many students have figured out that their teachers often skip reviewing the 

homework the next day so why bother doing it?  Prioritize reviewing the work and students will often be 

more inclined to do the work.  

 OTHER TIPS FROM PEOPLE IN THE WORKSHOP: 

o Keep it simple 

o Plan out format ahead of time  

o Every page should be numbered 

o Include expectations (rubrics) in the notebook 

o Make sure every page is meaningful and has a purpose 

 

Grading 
 Will there be a rubric? 

o I provide generalized rubrics at the beginning of the year and then provide specific ones as the year goes 

on.  Most processing pages don’t need rubrics because the generalized rubrics seem to cover all your 

bases.  I do have a specific Cornell Notes rubric that I use all year.  

 If not grading, how do you hold the students accountable? 

o I do grade but when I chose not to then I hold the students accountable by making sure that I provide 

time to show off work to their peers.  I also have a “ticket” system in my class where the students can 

earn tickets for various things including doing great work, answering questions, or doing problems on 

the board.  I can give out a couple tickets instead of having to grade.  They use the tickets to buy extra 

school supplies, buy late homework passes or hall passes, to sit at a lab bench instead of their desks for 

lecture, or getting to pick the music for the day from my CD collection. 

 How often should you grade? 

o I formally grade slightly less often than before I did notebooks but the students still get AT LEAST one 

grade in the grade book a week (a school policy…not all follow this but I believe in it).  However, I find 

myself informally assessing their work MUCH more often because I enjoy looking at it so much more.  

Then the times I do grade I feel as though the grade is more meaningful because I plan out what to look 

for, chose more wisely which things to grade, and the students know that I take my time actually looking 

at their work.   

 What exactly do you grade/look for? 

o Meeting the specific requirements outlined, including relevant subject matter details, improvement 

upon earlier work, creativity when applicable, depth of processing shown, completion of assignment. 

 How about spot checking?  Checking for 1-2 pages randomly? 



o I am a huge believer in spot checking notebooks.  It is AMAZING how good at this you can get after some 

practice…and it does take practice!  I build spot checking into the daily routine when the students are 

doing their daily walk ins, doing a lab or activity, etc.  That way I am not wasting their time spot checking 

while they just sit there.  After a benchmark exam I will often have students leave their notebooks on 

the lab stations so I can spot check them a little more in depth but that is only if I have time.    

 How does grading work if they lost their notebook? 

o I do not have a “full” notebook check so it isn’t the end of the world if they lose their notebook.  I also 

spot check and put in small grades often enough that I have seem a lot of their work before they lose 

their notebook anyway.  I have never had a student lose their notebook so this is all theoretical – but 

you could perhaps average the scores they have gotten on their previous checks for the current grade 

and then help them rebuild a notebook so they can continue and get graded on their future work.  See 

the Lost Notebook section earlier.  

 TIPS FROM PEOPLE IN WORKSHOP 

o Collect and grade specific worksheets by using the U-Turn symbol 

 

Quality vs. Completion 
 How do you grade when page is incomplete but quality is high? 

o I incorporate points for both quality and completion just as you would for a traditional non-notebook 

assignment.  My students also are given several “Late Homework” passes that they can use to finish an 

assignment if needed.  

 What would you do if requirements are there but quality is not there? 

o In my class the highest grade possible without evidence of effort and quality is a C+.  I believe strongly in 

the “A is for Above and Beyond.”   

 How do you measure quality? 

o This question really depends on the assignment.   I tend to use the word “effort” not quality.  A student 

can put in a lot of effort into a drawing but they do not possess art skills.  The “quality” of the work may 

be poor but they put in effort.  This becomes easier to grade as the year goes on because you have 

previous work to compare to.  I also incorporate an “improvement” aspect to scores not just 

effort/quality.   

 Is the quality the same as creativity? 

o I do not believe so.  I think creativity is something that comes naturally to some and is more difficult for 

others.  If I was teaching an art class perhaps I would grade on creativity but not in my Chemistry class.  I 

give out class “tickets” for great shows of creativity instead of points because as a non-creative person 

myself I do not feel right grading on this aspect.   

 Are the completion deadlines for 504s, IEPs, etc. different from class deadline? 

o Of course, if the 504/IEP requires it.  I find that the 504/IEPs are much easier to manage with notebooks 

because fewer things are turned in so “due dates” are much more flexible inherently.  The notebooks 

also make it easy to differentiate the material from the start so often the 504/IEP students do not even 

need extra time.   

 Do you differentiate the requirements? 

o The major requirement to do a notebook – no.  The details of what that might look like for EL/504/IEP 

students – yes.  I graded one IEP student on improvement and not much more.  Once in a while I make 

an accommodation like letting a left handed student switch the Left/Right set up if they are struggling 

with taking notes on the right hand side.   Most assignments are differentiated by the students 

themselves due to them being able to choose their own processing assignments.  This makes it easier to 



differentiate, but also makes it less obvious to their peers that this is what is happening.  At least at the 

high school level I have found that many students are sensitive to the appearance that they are doing a 

different assignment so the notebooks help alleviate that social stigma they feel.  

 TIPS FROM PEOPLE IN WORKSHOP 

o Invest time in creating rubrics for students to use.  

Student Involvement/Buy-in 

 Does it appeal to boys or students who don’t like to cut, trim, paste, color, etc? 

o I find that boys actually do surprisingly well with notebooks because it provides them a kinesthetic 

aspect during each day which helps them.  As far as students not “liking” the coloring or gluing I spend 

many moments talking about how the notebooks have been proven to help them learn and do better on 

exams.  I explain the importance of using four colors and tell them that this is not art class, we are using 

the colors to help our brains, not to make art projects.   The students are very receptive to this upfront 

discussion of WHY to use the notebooks and I have not had issues after talking about this.  I also find 

that if you joke about “hey, we can do this cartoon or I can go get a 50 question worksheet out of Mr. 

“So-and-so’s” filing cabinet!” they ALWAYS manage to be excited for the cartoon ;-) 

 How do you logistically have the students teach staff for small staffs so the teachers don’t get bombarded 

with students? 

o I love the idea of pairing up with another teacher that does notebooks and bringing your two classes 

together for a few minutes and having the students teach each other the items.  You could also assign 

the assignment in groups of four so four students at a time go teach another teacher something instead 

of one on one.  

 How do you keep momentum going all year long with notebooks? 

o The key is to try new things every couple of weeks!  Don’t let them get in a rut with the processing 

techniques.  Also when things start to slow down, create an assignment with an overhead transparency, 

or give them an envelope to glue in their notebook for something, or make a fold-up.  Keep changing it 

up! 

 TIPS FROM PEOPLE IN WORKSHOP 

o Expectations need to be really clear, specific so they know they are graded on content/effort. 

o Pride/ownership of notebook. 

o Let students use notebooks on some tests so if their notebook was good it would help them. 

Feedback 

 Can you use both written and verbal feedback? 

o Of course!  I use a LOT of verbal feedback.  I find it to be more efficient, immediate, and often more 

meaningful. 

 Do you write comments in the actual notebook or just put a score in your own gradebook? 

o I do not write directly on their work because students tend to get upset.  I write comments on small 

post-it notes and put those in the notebook.  If using a scoring sheet/rubric I leave some space at the 

end of the sheet to write some comments.  One tip – keep track of what your most common comments 

are and put those on the scoring sheet/rubric with little check boxes.  I can leave 5-6 comments in two 

seconds because I can check the boxes.  Include things like “great improvement!” “Beautiful work!” 

etc…positive comments are important too! 

 Do the students ever get peer feedback? 



o Yes.  We peer grade, edit, review, etc.  We do gallery walks where we put the notebooks on the lab 

benches and walk around the room.  I give each student a couple post-it notes and they can write 

comments on them and leave them on the work sometimes.  I limit each notebook to only getting two 

post-its so that everyone gets some kind of feedback on their work.  


